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It is evident, moreover, that a general system of education, based

on the one-.sided biological and individualistic conception of life so

manifest in this .system is most unlikely to supersede the more social

and reflective elfoits of even »he " decadeiiL .school" of to-day. .\nd,

although the author of the system declares with pardonal le enthusia:-in
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ideals and practices can follow from a study of the Children's House
or its methods.*

*N'<m;: Tlie writer of this treat isi has examined the method from the
standpoint of pedagogical philosophy. It is well, however, to add here the
testimony of sonic who have used tlie matiTials and the .Method in their
school work:

During a recent vUlt to a number of Normal and other srhools In the
I'nited Slates, the writer had an opportunity of inspecting the Montessori
Apparatus and of seeing some of It In actual use also; he met a number ol
Kindergarten and primary teachers who were more or less acquainted with
the materials and their purpose. As to the sense exercises, it was generally
considered that they were too individualistic and lacking In interest for the
average American five or sixyear-old child to hold his attention for any
length of time. The exercises preparatory for practical life, such as the
buttoning and other franu-R, -.vcr- fmir,.! .-if tittle practical value, as the rfiiid
usually possessed the requisite skill through the home education. Within
the school also, especially in cases where a swimming-pool was provided, the
child. It was felt, received more vital exercise in connection with the putting
on and taking off of his own wearing apparel.


